I CHEAT RATS
– says Jan Stromidło from
Toruń, a specialist in rat
extermination and pest
control.

“How do you fight rats ?”
“To be blunt, I murder them. That is
how I see it. It is all about deception.
Often I look into their eyes, regretting
that I have to deceive the. It is a
“You are a well-known and
blatant, boldfaced deception! The first
successful destroyer of insects
thing I do is give them the food they
and rats. Where did the idea
want. I am prepared to give them the
come from and how long has it
best high quality meat, if it works and
lasted?”
they eat it. When I am sure that the
“I have been fascinated with rat
rats trust the food, I add rat poison
extermination and pest control for
which works with some delay. When
15 years now. I like my job. I do it
the first ones drop dead, all of the
mostly for my own satisfaction,
others have already eaten the poison
rather than just for money. For five
and there is no escape for them. This
years I was an apprentice to
operation needs to be performed in a
Wiesław Dobrzeniecki – the
precise manner.”
protagonist of the documentary
film “The Rat-catcher”. He is
“You are very efficient in killing off
famous for exterminating rats
rats. It is quite surprising that it is
completely, every last one, and
possible to do so.”
giving a guarantee for his work. He
“Any rat can be killed off, but in order
and his son Jarosław are the best
to do it right, experience is what
rat catchers in Poland.”
matters. However, you can’t rely on
scientific theories alone. Most of
“Have you ever met a rat size of
these theories apply to rats which are
which took your breath away?”
domesticated and are dependent on
“No, the saying that there are rats
what people will provide for them.
the size of cats is an exaggeration.
The rats that we deal with are wild.
Many people mistake cats for rats
They have different habits. They are
and then they tell these tall tales.
able to thrive in the most primitive
In my career, I have seen many rats,
conditions. There is no place where
but never particularly big ones.
they can’t live. Their main goal in life is A specialist can eliminate rodents and insects only after one
The coloring is a different story.
treatment.
procreation and they are well
There are grey, brown and black
prepared for it from birth.”
After we finish our job, we leave the
When I'm called in, I clean out
rats out there. One day, somebody
place clean and tidy, and there is no
everything,
and
then
I
keep
it
up
with
brought to the zoo domestic bred
“As soon as you appear, the rats
care - I come by to visit the site every need to repeat the operation.
rats that mingled with the wild
Previously, I specialized only in poultry
month. In accordance with the EU
die?”
farms. Later, I extend my offer to
ones. The results were black-white,
regulations, my work comes under
“Yes, from the moment I enter the
university housing and nursing homes.
red-white, and black- black
the
newest
HACCP
sanitary
room, the first treatment lasts for
For three years now, I have been
specimens.”
provisions.
about two weeks.
working in hospitals, where I eliminate
both rats and insects.”

“What kinds of products do you use to
kill rats?”
“I proudly can say that as a Polish
contractor, I use Polish chemicals with
maximum efficiency.”
“The products imported from abroad
are worse?”
“When we talk about disinsection, the
foreign products are better, have higher
technological standard. Some of them are
nearly ideal. However, have to remember,
that the chemicals used are not the
deciding factor in eliminating rats. The
most important is the human element. In
my profession, 90% of all success
depends on the contractor and only 10%
on the chemical used. Later on, 99% is
me, and the chemicals are only 1%.”
“Thank you for the interview.”

